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All the power of Sunquest PowerPath—
all the time, from anywhere
With Sunquest PowerPath® in the Cloud, you get industry-proven
functionality that the country’s busiest and most sophisticated path labs
rely on, together with less IT burden and always-on availability to work
anytime, anywhere.
Sunquest PowerPath is an integrated laboratory diagnostics solution
spanning all aspects of the anatomic pathology (AP) laboratory. With
Sunquest PowerPath as your comprehensive LIS, you can meet your
growth, efficiency, patient and quality goals using workflows optimized for
the unique needs of the AP lab. When you opt for our Cloud-hosted option,
you get that same robust LIS, but without the administrative burden of
maintaining it.

COMPREHENSIVE AP LIS FUNCTIONALITY, HOSTED SECURELY IN THE CLOUD
Sunquest PowerPath can deliver the precise combination of core
functionality and supporting modules your AP lab requires:

• Orders and results management

• Immunohistochemistry resulting

• EMR interfacing

• Specimen tracking

• Image management

• Document management

• Instrument interfacing

• Pathologist case allocation

• Integration with Sunquest VUE™

• Synoptic reporting

• Dermatopathology resulting

• Digital pathology

• Cancer registry interfacing

• Billing interfacing
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Cloud-Hosted Option
Choose Sunquest’s Cloud-hosted option to enjoy
the benefits of having Sunquest manage the application
infrastructure for you. You get it all—the latest technology
platform that delivers on the availability, scalability, security,
reliability and compliance with healthcare IT standards your lab needs
to work at peak efficiency and to work with confidence.

REDUCE IT ADMINISTRATIVE
RESOURCES

SIGN ON FROM ANYWHERE

ELIMINATE CAPITAL EXPENSES
TO UPDATE HARDWARE

SPEED UP APPLICATION
UPDATES AND UPGRADES

With Sunquest’s Cloud option for Sunquest PowerPath, your system will be securely
delivered by Citrix and hosted by Amazon Web Services (AWS). Be confident knowing AWS
is a trusted provider to HIPAA-covered entities for the processing, storage, transmission
and maintenance of protected health information.
You retain control over how you configure Sunquest PowerPath to meet the needs of
your AP lab and over integration with the voice recognition software of your choice.
We manage the rest for you in the Cloud.

About Sunquest
We at CliniSys are dedicated to enabling better global
health outcomes through innovation in diagnostics
and laboratory informatics technology.
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